Think Big
Start Small
Scale Up
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OCAT

Innovative Lessons Learned Collection Tool

n

n

Sort, filter and smart search
all submitted observations.
Simple iterative and user
friendly labeling system.
Quickly merge multiple
observations into a single
analysed portal submission.
Comment and track new
observations.
Export data from event
straight into NATO LL Portal.

Currently, OCAT is a functional prototype and a scalable solution. It
can be succesfully used for collecting observations in any network
environment and supports data analysis, eliminating the manual
transfer of observations into the NATO LL Portal. Export and transfer
your chosen observations from an event or exercise straight to the
NATO LL Portal.
The Innovation Hub is looking for partners from the NATO Command
Structure and Allies to test and cooperate for the further development
of OCAT.
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To set up a private demo, or get access to the OCAT MVP,
please email: ocat@innovationhub-act.org

NATO Innovation Podcast

A digital tool to standardize the process of
collecting observations and facilitate analysis
for Lessons Learned across NATO.

TRANSFORMING NATO
ALLIED COMMAND TRANSFORMATION

NATO’s Warfare Development Command

Allied Command Transformation defines the future military context, identifying challenges and opportunities
in order to maintain a warfighting edge. It ensures maximum interoperability; gives structure and priority to
NATO forces through defence planning and capability development; applies innovation to leverage ideas,

procedures and technologies to the benefit of our warfare development approaches; and, in all of this, leverages
the intellectual horsepower of a large network of industry, academia, military and civilian expertise in nations,
in NATO agencies and NATO Centres of Excellence.

Allied Command Transformation is organized around four principal functions:
n

Strategic thinking

n

Development of capabilities

n

Education, training and exercises

n

Co-operation and engagement
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